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$2.5 billion 

$971 million 
Financial model through 2035 
included: 
• Capital and Operating expense 
• 3 main sources: 

• Local Sales Tax 
• Federal Grants 
• State Grants 

• Other revenue from fares, 
interest and property tax / 
vehicle registration 

 

2006 Funding Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the Transit Vision was created in 1998 and subsequently updated the economic environment was differentFunding was composed of three main sources:  Local sales tax, Federal and state.  A small percentage is obtained from other sources such as customer fares, interest income, and local property tax through the maintenance of effort required by state law.And that worked for the first decade but the new economic reality has arrived and we need to be innovative and flexible to advance transit projects in the future



$6.7 billion (Projected - remaining corridors)  
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Tax  
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Federal  
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Effects of Great Recession 
• Lost of $2.3 billion in local sales tax 

growth 
• Federal funding level uncertain 
• State eliminated New Starts program 
 

Funding Partners 
Reductions 

Actual effect 
unknown but 

ranges from 5-
15% at a 
minimum 

Financial Model Obsolete 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, the effects of the Great Recession makes that Revenue mode obsoleteCarolyn Flowers showed us the graph where the projected growth of the sales tax through 2035 is estimated to be $2.3 billion less because of the effects of the Great Recession.Similar issues are faced by our traditional funding partnersThey and have made changes to their budgets that are having negative effects on transit projects resulting in additional GAPS to our traditional financing model.Those changes initially range from a 5 – 15% reduction in particular funding areas and with sequester the actual effects are not fully knownAt the state level, the new starts program was eliminated last year.   Future funding levels are uncertain.The point is that our model needs to change and there are others that have developed some innovative ways to advance projects.



Transit Funding Working Group 
• Metropolitan Transit Commission working committee 
• Specifically focused on: 

• Identifying & building awareness for funding challenges 
faced to complete the 2030 Transit Plan  

• Recommend a set of funding and financing tools and 
strategies 

 
• Diverse cross-section of local business, industry and elected 

officials 
• Finance, Development, Small Business, Transit 
• Local Town, City, County and State elected officials 

 
 

The Best Minds – Best Ideas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That is why Mayor Foxx, Chair of the Metropolitan Transit Commission, led an effort to bring the brightest and most innovative people to work on this challenge.They are tasked withIdentifying the funding challenges faced to complete the 2030 Transit PlanBuild awareness for the issuesAnd to recommend a set of funding and financing strategies and tools that will allow the region to advance the rapid transit plan.The group is a  good cross section of local business leaders from the developer, finance, and small business industriesAnd current and previous elected officials experienced in crafting bi-partisan, innovative solutions that have advanced this community in the past.The committee has been meeting about every two weeks since mid February and are nearing completion on the project.We have reached out to national industry leaders that are developing and implementing innovative transit projects using unique financing and funding mechanisms and modelsThese have included Denver Colorado  which is using P2 and a potpourri of loans, value capture, and local, state and federal funding and financing to advance a multi-corridor, 122 mile commuter rail and 18 mile bus rapid transit plan on top of their existing bus and light rail systemDeveloper working on multiple Transit-Oriented-Development projects across the country including P3sAnd the city of Chicago where they have initiated an Infrastructure trust, an unique strategy to cross agency boundaries to fund projects



National Experts / Projects 
• Learning from national experts 
• How they are: 

• Advancing transit projects thru P3s 
• Using energy savings / carbon credits to finance projects 
• Leveraging partnerships to reduce project risk 
• Creating local jobs & providing ROI to private businesses 

The Best Minds – Best Ideas 

P3 Projects: 
Denver’s Eagle Project 
Tucson’s Streetcar 
Cleveland’s Bus Rapid Transit 
LA’s Crenshaw Light Rail Line 
Dulles’ Metro Rail Line 
Denver’s Union Station 
NJ’s Light Rail Line 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have reached out to national industry leaders inTransit project developmentDeveloper community working on Transit-Oriented-Development P3 projectsGovernment finance Each of these are engaged in projects that are using unique financing and funding mechanisms and strategies to advance projectsThey are using P3sFinding through unique projects energy savings or carbon credit to assist with funding / financing projectsThey all are creating local jobs and creating new business opportunities for businessesAll while implementing the community projects needed to make their community competitive



Energy Retrofit  
• Cross-agency project for several Chicago city departments and the 

Chicago Public Schools 
• $100 million retrofit of facilities to realize energy savings 
• Energy savings are shared with P3 to pay for project and  provide a 

return on investment 

Chicago Infrastructure Trust 

Chicago Infrastructure Trust 
• 501C organization 
• Appointed by Mayor with staggered terms 
• Allows for a more regional approach 
• Cross different agencies to obtain benefits and advance projects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The city of Chicago has recently created an innovate approach to leverage assets and financing to advance projectsThe Trust is a market-oriented institution that will attract private capital interested in steady returns and will make investment decisions based solely on merit and evidence rather than politicsOne of the first projects exemplifies the flexible approach of the strategyAn energy retrofit project that cross several city departments and agencies that normally would not be able to come together on project to retrofit their different facilitiesHowever by Packaging up facilities for energy retrofit that is a larger opportunities for savings and to attract investorsThe savings will b shared to pay for the project and provide the P3 with a return on investment



$2.05 billion 
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$48 million 

$40 million 
$16million 

$62million 

$280 million 

$396 million 

$1034 million 

Project Delivery:    Denver Transit Partners  
Design – Build – Finance – Operate – Maintain 
• For 34 years 
• Transit retain asset ownership 
• Set fares, customer service, safety, 

standards  

Denver – Eagle Project: 
• Transit FasTracks initiative 
• Multiple corridors advancing 
• Commuter rail / Bus Rapid Transit 

One of Denver’s Models 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Denver is advancing their FasTracks initiative which includes adding 122 miles of commuter rail and 18 miles of Bus Rapid Transit on top of their existing bus and light rail systemIn order to handle multiple corridors simultaneously they needed to be more flexible while reducing riskMultiple P3s, one for each project, provides them with the solutionAs you can see for one corridor the funding and financing mechanism is much more robust and flexible.The project delivery strategy of Design – Build – Finance – Operate – Maintain reduces risk to the governmental agency while still providing:Ownership of assetsControl on fares and customer service and safety standardsEach corridor advancing for Denver does not have the exact funding / financing strategy but uses elements from a tool box that best fits that corridor’s unique requirements and allows the corridor to advance.
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Tax  

Federal  

State 
• More robust and flexible funding 

& financing mechanisms 
 
• Spreads risk across many entities 
 
• Increased upfront development 

potential 

Contrasting Models 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you contrasts Denver’s model to our model it clearly illustrates the need to move in different directions, to expand our options.We need the ability to choose strategies that are more robust and flexible and allows us to align the best funding and financing strategies that better fit each corridor vs. one cookie cutter approach.An added benefit of these strategies is that developers and business investors feel more confident in projectsThis leads to the ability to develop TIFs early on in a project to take advantage of the future property value increases from the private investments along rapid transit lines.Similar to the increases and private investments we have seen along the LYNX Blue line, $1.4 billion in additional investment over the past decade.  However, because we do have TIFs initiated we can not take advantage of increased value to fund the transit program.  



• Refine and finalize recommendations 
 
• Provide the MTC with strategy recommendations 

• Unique to each corridor 
• Overall strategy for system plan  

 
• Identify necessary tools 

• Tools needed locally to accomplish the strategy 
• Tools needed to attract P3 enterprises 

 

Next Steps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So Over the next several weeks the committee will review and develop recommendations that will include new strategies and a tool box for the MTC to consider for the next phase of the transit projects.



Questions 
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